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Waddington's (1942) notion of canalization has been widely invoked in developmental psychology to conceptualize species-typical regularities in behavioral development as genetically determined. In contrast, a developmental systems view, such as the one described in the present article, sees the genes as only one component in a hierarchy of influences, all of which contribute to canalize behavioral development. A key issue is that genetic activity does not by itself produce finished traits; differentiation occurs as a consequence of events above as well as below the cellular level, necessarily involving factors in addition to genetic influences to canalize behavioral development. In exploring the possible experiential canalization of development, it was found that the mallard duck embryo's contact call plays a canalizing role in species-specific perceptual development (Gottlieb, 1991). Thus, normally occurring experience, in concert with genetic and other activities, can canalize behavioral development.

The concept of canalization has been utilized in several different ways in the psychological literature. Canalization was originally put forward by Holt (1931) to call attention to prenatal conditioning as a factor in narrowing down the initially diffuse or random nature of motor activity in the embryo or fetus. Holt saw the motor activity of the fetus and the infant as becoming organized through spatial and temporal contiguity learning that narrowed down originally diffuse neural pathways to a definite neural reflex arc. Thus, for Holt, canalization referred to the development of specific sensorimotor pathways out of an original multiplicity of such pathways; it was a label to capture the developmental-behavioral phenomenon of progression from diffuse to ordered or organized motor activity, with contiguity conditioning as the experiential mechanism whereby organized motor activity was achieved. Although Holt's concept of neural reflex circles to account for the development of grasping in the fetus and infant was an ingenious example of his point of view, it has remained an entirely speculative theoretical solution of primarily historical interest. Subsequent empirical studies in behavioral embryology have kept open the possibility that motor movements in the embryo and fetus of some species are patterned from the start, whereas in other species they appear to be random (see reviews in Gottlieb, 1970; Hamburger, 1973; Oppenheim, 1974).

A second, rather different, meaning of canalization was put forward by Kuo (1976). For Kuo, canalization was a broadly applicable principle that says as development proceeds, the originally great range of behavioral potentials or plasticity narrows, signifying that the range of possibilities of behavioral development always exceeds the range of behavior that is actualized during the course of individual development. The channeling of behavior, and the correlated decrease of plasticity, over the course of ontogeny is to be explained by the individual's particular developmental history, which, for Kuo, included biochemistry, physiology, and anatomy, as well as experience. Thus, Kuo's principle of canalization is a much broader idea than Holt's, and its appropriately descriptive intent would seem to mesh, in the most general terms, with almost everyone's idea of what happens during individual development. Like Holt, Kuo did not actually provide any explicit empirical or experimental support for what seems a face-valid proposition to many developmental psychologists and psychobiologists.

More recently, a number of psychologists have picked up on another, very different concept of canalization: the developmental geneticist Waddington's (1942) notion that early normal or species-typical physiological and anatomical development can withstand great assaults or perturbations and still return to (or remain on) its usual developmental pathway, thus producing the usual or normal phenotype. Waddington's concept of canalization says that usual developmental pathways are so strongly buffered (by genes; Waddington, 1957, p. 36, Figure 5) that normal or species-typical development can be only temporarily derailed. Waddington (1968) used the term chreod to express his idea more succinctly: a chreod, according to Waddington, is a "fated" or predetermined developmental pathway. Thus, for Waddington, embryonic anatomical and physiological development consists of a number of highly buffered (i.e., virtually fixed) endogenous pathways. Once again, the idea seems so face-valid no empirical support is presented for it, and the potential mechanism itself is described in only the most figurative or metaphorical terms. Individual development is characterized as a ball rolling down valleys of greater or lesser height that are said to make up the geography of the "epigenetic landscape" (Waddington, 1942, 1953, 1957, 1968). Because the epi-
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genetic landscape in which Waddington's developmental pathways are embedded is merely figurative or metaphorical, his concept of canalization is devoid of any empirical content and thus supplies us with no concrete understanding or hypotheses concerning the developmental process that is involved. The appeal of Waddington's notion, despite its conceptual and mechanistic emptiness, is testified to by its wide adoption in various developmental psychological models as a virtual synonym for what was previously called the innate, native, or maturational component in behavioral development (e.g., Fishbein, 1976; Kovach & Wilson, 1988; Lumsden & Wilson, 1980; Parker & Gibson, 1979; Scarr-Salapatek, 1976). The strictly genetic determination of canalization is captured in the following quotations:

Canalization is the genetic limitation of phenotypic development to a few possible phenotypes rather than an infinite variety. . . . The genetic restriction of possible phenotypes is a result of co-adapted gene complexes (sets of genes that have evolved together) that buffer the developmental pattern against deviation outside of the normal, species range of variation. . . . The limitation of possible phenotypes to a few rather than many is a fact of genotypes' ranges of reaction. This concept can best be expressed developmentally in the notion of developmental pathways, which Waddington calls "creeds." [sic] Behavioral creeds are essentially similar to Piaget's notion of schemes, organized patterns of behavior that develop in characteristic ways. They represent the biases the organism has toward acquiring some rather than other forms of behavior. . . . These biases are undoubtedly genotypic. (Scarr-Salapatek, 1976, p. 63)

Waddington himself expressed the genetic determination of canalization as follows:

The epigenetic feed-back mechanisms on which canalization depends can, of course, be regarded as examples of gene interaction. Interaction between two allelomorphs is referred to by such terms as dominance, recessiveness, over-dominance, etc. Interactions between different loci come under the heading of epistasis. This is perhaps most usually thought of in terms of interaction between only two or three loci. We know, however, that in the development of any one organ very many genes may be involved, and in canaled epigenetic systems we are probably confronted with interactions between comparatively large numbers of genes. (Waddington, 1957, p. 131)

Fourteen years later, Waddington reiterated the strictly genetic determination of canalization as follows:

The degree to which each pathway is canalized or self-establishing is dependent on the particular alleles of the genes involved in it; and it can be altered by selection of a population either for alleles which fit better into the canalized system (and thus increase the organism's resistance of modification) or for alleles which do not integrate so well with the others (and thus lend to decreased resistance to external influences). (Waddington, 1971, pp. 20–21)

Contemporary Developmental Theory

In recent years, what might be called a "systems view" of individual development has been slowly catching on, both in biology and psychology. The systems view sees individual development as hierarchically organized into multiple levels (e.g., genes, cytoplasm, cell, organ, organ system, organism, behavior, environment) that can mutually influence each other. The traffic is bidirectional, neither exclusively bottom–up or top–down. (A formal treatment of hierarchy theory can be found in Salthe, 1985, especially Chapter 4.) Horowitz's (1987) recent review makes the systems case for developmental psychology, at least up to a point. (She still accepts some aspects of infant behavior as strictly genetically canalized or "hard wired" and makes no mention of the possible prenatal experiential influences on infant behavior.) The geneticist Wright (1968) and the embryologists Beraldfany (1933/1962) and Weis (1939/1969) have long championed such a systems view for developmental genetics and developmental biology. The systems view includes developmental approaches and theories that have been called ecological (Bronfenbrenner, 1979), transactional (Dewey & Bentley, 1949; Sameroff, 1983), contextual (Lerner & Kaufman, 1985), interactive (Johnston, 1987; Magnusson, 1988), probabilistic epigenetic (Gottlieb, 1970), and individual–socioecological (Valsiner, 1987). For the present purposes, I think the metatheoretical developmental systems view can be fairly represented by the schematic presented in Figure 1.

The most important feature of the developmental systems view is the explicit recognition that the genes are an integral part of the system and that their activity (i.e., genetic expression) is affected by events at other levels of the system, including the environment of the organism. It is a well-accepted fact, for example, that hormones circulating in the blood make their way into the cell and into the nucleus of the cell, where they activate DNA that results in the production of protein (Gorbman, Dickhoff, Vigna, Clark, & Ralph, 1983, p. 29, Fig. 1.13). The flow of hormones themselves can be affected by environmental events such as light, day length, nutrition, behavior, and so on, thereby completing the complete circle of mutually influential events from genes to environment.

Another fact about genes that has not yet made its way into the psychological literature is that genetic activity does not by itself produce finished traits such as blue eyes, arms, legs, or neurons. The problem of anatomical and physiological differentiation remains unsolved, but it is unanimously recognized as requiring influences above the strictly cellular level (i.e., cell-to-cell interactions, positional influences, and so forth; Davidson, 1986; Edelman, 1988). Thus, the concept of the genetic determination of traits is truly outmoded, as is the concept of a genetically determined reaction range, used by Scarr-Salapatek (1976) in the quote above. (An insightful as well as witty critique of genetic determinism as applied to development is Oyama's [1985] The Ontogeny of Information.) The reaction-range concept has been replaced by the concept of a norm of reaction, which is essentially nonpredictive because it utilizes the developmental systems view, in which each new environment is expected to have a different influence on developmental outcomes that cannot be stated in advance of actual empirical investigation (Platt & Sanislow, 1988). Therefore, although the
genes remain an essential part of any developmental system and plasticity cannot be regarded as infinite, a thoroughgoing application of the norm-of-reaction concept may make the genetic limitations on development in practice, if not in principle, unknowable. Certainly, the appearance of mammalian dentition in birds (which otherwise never have teeth) under altered developmental circumstances provides striking testimony to the nonpredictability of genetic limitations on the phenotype (Kollar & Fisher, 1980).

The above considerations have led me to wonder about the canalizing influence of events at other levels of the developmental system, because all levels of the system may be considered potentially equal in this respect in the developmental systems view depicted in Figure 1.

Possible Experiential Canalization of Development

In the usual interpretative framework for thinking about the canalization of development, the developing organism's interaction with its environment is viewed as the source of perturbations to the system against which the genes must buffer the developing organism to bring about a species-typical phenotypic outcome. The following quotation makes this point:

Ethologists have used various models of exactly how biological regulating mechanisms control the course of development, while allowing for the modification of development by the environment. One model, proposed by Waddington (1957), represents development as a ball rolling down an "epigenetic landscape." As the ball descends, this landscape becomes increasingly furrowed by valleys that greatly restrict the sideways movement of the ball. Slight perturbations from the developmental pathway can be corrected later through a "self-righting tendency," and the ball returns to its earlier groove. Thus, the general course of development is set, but some variation is possible because of particular environmental events. (Miller, 1989)

In the present account, I want to consider the possibility that the developing organism's usual or typical experience can play a canalizing role that not only brings about species-specific behavior but also prevents the developing organism from being susceptible to non-species-typical forms of stimulation. Thus, the particular theoretical model that I have in mind is that normal experience helps to achieve species-specific behavioral development, and part of that process may involve making the developing organism unresponsive to extraspecific experiential influences.

Experiential Canalization of Species-Specific Perceptual Development

The concept of species-specific perception means that individuals of a given species respond in a characteristic way to certain objects (i.e., they respond only to certain patterns of sensory stimulation and not to others). Usually, these patterns of stimulation are provided by other members of the species. For example, young mallard ducklings and wood ducklings that have been hatched in incubators and never before exposed to maternal stimulation will selectively approach their own species' maternal assembly call in a simultaneous auditory choice test with the mallard and wood duck maternal calls. These calls differ on critical acoustic dimensions that mallard and wood ducklings find attractive. For the mallard ducklings, that feature is a call repetition rate of 4 notes/s ($\pm$0.5), and for the wood ducklings, the feature is a descending frequency modulation around 1200 Hz ($\pm$200 Hz). It turns out that the ducklings' own vocalizations contain those features in an abstract way, so that when the ducklings are prevented from hearing their own or their siblings' vocalizations, they do not show their usual highly selective response to the maternal call of their own species (summarized in Gottlieb, 1981).

The fact that the ducklings have to hear their own (or siblings') vocalizations to show the species-specific responsiveness to their respective maternal calls raises the possibility that exposure to such vocalizations also plays a canalizing role in development. That is, in the absence of exposure to their own vocalizations, the ducklings may become susceptible to extraspecific maternal calls, whereas exposure to their own vocalizations may render them unsusceptible to extraspecific maternal stimulation. If this hypothesis were to be supported, it would demonstrate that normally occurring experience can canalize species-specific development. It is widely believed in biology and psychology that genes or the gene-directed maturation of the sense organs and nervous system are responsible for the canalization of species-specific development in humans and animals (e.g., Fishbein, 1976; Kovach & Wilson, 1988; Lumsden & Wilson, 1980; Marler, Zoloth, & Dooling, 1981; Parker & Gibson, 1979; Scarr-Salapatek, 1976; Waddington, 1942, 1957).

In sum, the developmental systems view gives rise to the idea that canalization can take place not only at the genetic level, but at all levels of the developing system (Figure 1), including the developing organism's usually occurring experiences. The experiential canalization of species-specific behavioral development has only rarely been experimentally demonstrated, so the work presented in my companion article (Gottlieb, 1991) was undertaken to document that point.

To briefly summarize the main findings of my accompanying empirical report (Gottlieb, 1991), exposure of mallard ducklings (Anas platyrhynchos) to their variable-rate contact call not only fosters species-specific perceptual development (i.e., ensuring selective responsiveness to the maternal call of the species), it also buffers the duckling from becoming responsive to social signals from other species. In the absence of exposure to the contact call, the duckling is capable of becoming...
The Developing Individual as an Emergent, Coactional, Hierarchical System

The historically correct definition of epigenesis—the emergence of new structures and functions during the course of individual development—did not specify, even in a general way, how the emergent properties come into existence (Needham, 1959). Thus, there was still room for preformation-like thinking about development that I (Gottlieb, 1970) earlier labeled the predetermined conception of epigenesis, in contrast to a probabilistic conception (see Appendix for details). That epigenetic development is probabilistically determined by active interactions among its constituent parts is now so well accepted that epigenesis itself is sometimes defined as the interactionist approach to the study of individual development (e.g., Dewsbury, 1978; Johnston, 1987). That is a fitting tribute to the career-long labors of Kuo (1976), Schneirla (1961), and Lehrman (1970), the principal champions of the interaction idea in the field of psychology, particularly as it applies to the study of behavioral and psychological development.

Thus, it seems appropriate to offer a new definition of epigenesis that includes not only the idea of the emergence of new properties but also the idea that these emergent properties arise through reciprocal interactions (coactions) among already existing constituents. Somewhat more formally expressed, the new definition of epigenesis would say that individual development is characterized by an increase in complexity of organization (i.e., the emergence of new structural and functional properties and competencies) at all levels of analysis (molecular, subcellular, cellular, organismic) as a consequence of horizontal and vertical coactions among the organism's parts, including organism-environment coactions. Horizontal coactions are those that occur at the same level (gene—gene, cell—cell, tissue—tissue, organism—organism), whereas vertical coactions occur at different levels (gene—cytoplasm, cell—tissue, behavioral activity—nervous system) and are reciprocal, meaning that they can influence each other in either direction, from lower to higher or from higher to lower levels of the developing system. For example, the sensory experience of a developing organism affects the differentiation of its nerve cells such that the more experience the more differentiation and the less experience the less differentiation. For example, enhanced activity or experience during individual development causes more elaborate branching of dendrites and more synaptic contacts among nerve cells in the brain [Greenough & Juraska, 1979]. Reciprocally, the more highly differentiated nervous system permits a greater degree of behavioral competency, and the less differentiated nervous system permits a lesser degree of behavioral competency. Thus, the essence of the probabilistic conception of epigenesis is the bidirectionality of structure–function relationships, as depicted in Figure 1 and the Appendix.

Developmental Causality (Coaction)

Behavioral (or organic or neural) outcomes of development are a consequence of at least two specific components of coaction (e.g., person–person, organism–organism, organism–environment, cell–cell, nucleus–cytoplasm, sensory stimulation–sensory system, activity–motor behavior). The cause of development—what makes development happen—is the relationship of the two components, not the components themselves. Genes

2 More recent research indicates that not only the amount of neural differentiation but the direction of such differentiation is influenced by sensory input to the cortex (Greenough & Chang, 1988).
in themselves cannot cause development any more than stimulation in itself can cause development. When we speak of coaction as being at the heart of developmental analysis or causality, what we mean is that we need to specify some relationship between at least two components of the developmental system. The concept used most frequently to designate coactions at the organismic level of functioning is experience. Experience is thus a relational term. As documented previously (Gottlieb, 1976), experience can play at least three different roles in anatomical, physiological, and behavioral development. It can be necessary to sustain already-achieved states of affairs (maintenance function), it can temporally regulate when a feature appears during development (facilitative function), and it can be necessary to bring about a state of affairs that would not appear unless the experience occurred (inductive function).

Because developing systems are by definition always changing in some way, statements of developmental causality must also include a temporal dimension describing when the experience or organic coactions occurred. For example, one of the earliest findings of experimental embryology had to do with the differences in outcome according to the time during early development when tissue was transplanted. When tissue from the head region of the embryo was transplanted to the embryon's back, if the transplantation occurred early in development, the tissue differentiated according to its new surround (i.e., it differentiated into back tissue), whereas if the transplant occurred later in development, the tissue differentiated according to its previous surround so that, for example, a third eye might appear on the back of the embryo. These transplantation experiments demonstrated not only the importance of time but also the essentially coactional nature of embryonic development.

Significance of Coaction for Individual Development

The early formulation by Weismann (1894) of the role of the hereditary material (what came to be called genes in individual development held that different parts of the genome or genic system caused the differentiation of the different parts of the developing organism, so that there were thought to be genes for eyes, genes for legs, genes for toes, and so forth. Driesch's experiment (1929), in which he separated the first two cells of a sea urchin's development and obtained a fully formed sea urchin from each of the cells, showed that each cell contained a complete complement of genes. This means that each cell is capable of developing into any part of the body, a competency which was called equipotentiality or pluripotency in the jargon of the early history of experimental embryology and is called totipotency and multipotentiality in today's terms (e.g., DiBerardino, 1988). Each cell does not develop into just any part of the body, even though it has the capability of doing so. Each cell develops in accordance with its surround, so that cells at the anterior pole of the embry on develop into parts of the head, cells at the posterior pole develop into parts of the tail end of the body, cells in the foremost lateral region of the embryo develop into forelimbs, those in the hindmost lateral region develop into hindlimbs, the dorsal area of the embryo develops into the back, and so on.

Although we do not know what actually causes cells to differentiate appropriately according to their surround, we do know that it is the cell's interaction with its surround, including other cells in that same area, that causes the cell to differentiate appropriately. The actual role of genes (DNA) is not to produce an arm, a leg, or fingers, but to produce protein (through the coactions inherent in the formula DNA ↔ RNA ↔ protein in the Appendix). The specific proteins produced by the DNA–RNA–cytoplasm coaction are influenced by coactions above the level of DNA–RNA coaction.

In sum, when certain scientists refer to behavior or any other aspect of organismic structure or function as being "genetically determined," they are not mindful of the fact that genes synthesize protein in the context of a developmental system of higher influences. Thus, for example, as experiments on the early development of the nervous system have demonstrated, the amount of protein synthesis is regulated by neural activity, once again demonstrating the bidirectionality and coaction of influences during individual development (e.g., Born & Rubel, 1988; summaries in Changeux & Konishi, 1987).

The Hierarchical Systems View

Much has been written about the holistic or systems nature of individual development, beginning as early as Smuts (1926). In fact, there is no other way to envisage the manner in which development must occur if a harmoniously functioning, fully integrated organism is to be its product. Earlier, I alluded to the writings of the geneticist Wright and the embryologist Weiss, which very well portray the major components of the developing individual as an emergent, coactional, hierarchical system. So far, I have dealt with the concepts of emergence and coaction as they pertain to the development of individuals. The notion of hierarchy, as it applies to individual development, simply means that coactions occur vertically, as well as horizontally, in all developmental systems. All of the parts of the system are capable of influencing all of the other parts of the system, however indirectly that influence may manifest itself. Consonant with Wright's and Weiss's depiction of the developmental system, the organismic hierarchy proceeds from the lowest level, that of the genome or DNA in the nucleus, to the nucleus in the cytoplasm of the cell, to the cell in a tissue, to the tissue in an organ, the organ in an organ system, the organ system in an organism, the organism in an environment of other organisms and physical features, the environment in an ecosystem, and so on back down through the hierarchical developmental system (review by Grene, 1987; Salthe, 1985).

A dramatic developmental effect traversing the many levels from the environment back to the cytoplasm of the cell was shown by the experiments of Jollos (1934) in the 1930s and Ho in the 1980s. In Ho's (1984) experiment, an extraordinary environmental event such as a brief period of exposure to ether occurring at a particular time in embryonic development can alter the cytoplasm of the cell in such a way that the protein produced by DNA–RNA–cytoplasm coaction eventually becomes a second set of wings (an abnormal "bithorax" condition) in place of the halteres (balancing organs) on the body of an otherwise normal fruitfly. Obviously, it is very likely that "signals" have been altered at various levels of the developmental hierarchy to achieve such an outcome. (Excellent texts that describe the many different kinds of coactions that are a neces-
The postnatal period (Renner & Rosenzweig, 1987). Sequences are produced by extreme variations (social isolation, nutrition, and "supernutrition" produce newborn rats and chicks with larger brains than their siblings; Zamenhof & van Marthens, 1978, 1979). Similar cerebral consequences to these environmental manipulations are the outcome of changes in gene expression and gene frequencies in evolution: Epigenetic development above the level of the genes has not yet been incorporated into the modern synthesis (Futuyma, 1988; Lovtrup, 1987).

Another remarkable organism–environment coaction occurs routinely in coral reef fish. These fish live in spatially well-defined, social groups in which there are many females and few males. When a male dies or is otherwise removed from the group, one of the females initiates a sex reversal over a period of about two days, in which she develops the coloration, behavior, and gonadal physiology and anatomy of a fully functioning male (Shapiro, 1981). Such sex reversals keep the sex ratios about the same in social groups of coral reef fish. Apparently, it is the higher ranking females that are the first to change their sex, and this inhibits sex reversal in lower ranking females in the group. Sex reversal in coral reef fish provides an excellent example of the vertical dimension of developmental causality.

The completely reciprocal or bidirectional nature of the vertical or hierarchical organization of individual development is nowhere more apparent than in the responsiveness of cellular or nuclear DNA itself to behaviorally mediated events originating in the external environment of the organism (e.g., Hyden & Egyhazi, 1962, 1964). The major theoretical point is that the genes are part of the developmental system in the same sense as other components (cell, tissue, organism), so genes must be susceptible to influence from other levels during the process of individual development. DNA produces protein and cells are composed of protein, so from a comparative–evolutionary perspective, there must be a high correlation among the size of cells, the amount of protein, and the quantity of DNA, and there must also be a high correlation among the number of cells, the amount of protein, and the quantity of DNA—and so there is (Cavaiier-Smith, 1985; Mirsky & Ris, 1951).

For our developmental–behavioral/psychological purposes, it is most interesting to focus on the developing brain, and we find that there is the expected correlation between the number of brain cells and the quantity of DNA (Zamenhof & van Marthens, 1978, 1979). From the present point of view, it is significant that the amount of protein in the developing rodent and chick brain is influenced by two sorts of environmental input: nutrition and sensorimotor experience. Undernutrition and "supernutrition" produce newborn rats and chicks with lower and higher quantities of cerebral protein, respectively (Zamenhof & van Marthens, 1978, 1979). Similar cerebral consequences are produced by extreme variations (social isolation, environmental enrichment) in sensorimotor experience during the postnatal period (Renner & Rosenzweig, 1987).

Because the route from DNA to protein is through the mediation of RNA (DNA → RNA → protein), it is significant for the present theoretical viewpoint that social isolation and environmental enrichment produce alterations in the complexity (or diversity) of RNA sequences in the brains of rodents. (RNA complexity or diversity refers to the total number of nucleotides of individual RNA molecules.) Environmental enrichment produces an increase in the diversity of RNA sequences, whereas social isolation results in a significantly reduced degree of RNA diversity (Grouse, Schrier, Letendre, & Nelson, 1980; Uphouse & Bonner, 1975). Because the diversity of RNA sequences (or lack of it) is a direct consequence of DNA activity, the enriched and deprived environments affect DNA activity. These experimentally produced alterations in RNA diversity are specific to the brain. When other organs are examined (e.g., the liver), no such changes are found.

Nonlinear Causality

Because of the emergent nature of epigenetic development, another important feature of developmental systems is that causality is often not "linear" or straightforward. In developmental systems, the coaction of X and Y often produces W rather than more of X or Y or some variant of X or Y. Another, perhaps clearer, way to express this same idea is to say that developmental causality is often not obvious. For example, in my own research described earlier, I found that mallard duck embryos had to hear their own vocalizations prior to hatching if they were to show their usual highly specific behavioral response to the mallard maternal assembly call after hatching. If the mallard duck embryo was deprived of hearing its own or siblings' vocalizations, it lost its species-specific perceptual specificity and became as responsive to the maternal assembly calls of other species as to the mallard hen's call. To the human ear, the embryo's vocalizations sound nothing like the maternal call. It turned out, however, that there are certain rather abstract acoustic ingredients in the embryonic vocalizations that correspond to critical acoustic features that identify the mallard hen's assembly call. In the absence of experiencing those ingredients, the mallard duckling's auditory perceptual system is not completely "tuned" to those features in the mallard hen's call, and the ducklings respond to the calls of other species that resemble the mallard in these acoustic dimensions. The intricacy of the developmental causal network revealed in these experiments proved to be striking. Not only must the duckling experience the vocalizations as an embryo (the experience is ineffective after hatching), but the embryo must experience embryonic vocalizations. That is, the embryonic vocalizations change after hatching and no longer contain the proper ingredients to tune the embryo to the maternal call (Gottlieb, 1985).

Prenatal nonlinear causality is also nonobvious because the information, outside of experimental laboratory contexts, is usually not available to us. For example, the rate of adult sexual development is retarded in female gerbils that were adjacent to a male fetus during gestation (Clark & Galef, 1988). To further compound the nonobvious, the daughters of late-maturing females are themselves retarded in that respect—a transgenerational effect.

In a very different example of nonobvious and nonlinear developmental causality, Cierpal and McCarty (1987) found...
that the so-called spontaneously hypertensive (SHR) rat strain used as an animal model of human hypertension is made hypertensive by coacting with their mothers after birth. When SHR rat pups are suckled and reared by normal rat mothers after birth, they do not develop hypertension. It appears that there is a "hyperactive" component in SHR mothers' maternal behavior that causes SHR pups to develop hypertension (Myers, Brunelli, Shair, Squire, & Hofer, 1989; Myers, Brunelli, Squire, Shindeldecker, & Hofer, 1989). The highly specific coactional nature of the development of hypertension in SHR rats is shown by the fact that normotensive rats do not develop hypertension when they are suckled and reared by SHR mothers. Thus, although SHR rat pups differ in some way from normal rat pups, the development of hypertension in them nonetheless requires an interaction with their mother; it is not an inevitable outcome of the fact that they are genetically, physiologically, or anatomically different from normal rat pups. This is a good example of the relational aspect of the definition of experience and developmental causality offered earlier. The cause of the hypertension in the SHR rat strain is not in the SHR rat pups or in the SHR mothers but in the nursing relationship between the SHR rat pups and their mothers.

Another example of a nonlinear and nonobvious developmental experience undergirding species-typical behavioral development is Wallman's (1979) demonstration that if chicks are not permitted to see their toes during the first two days after hatching, they do not eat or pick up mealworms as chicks normally do. Instead, the chicks stare at the mealworms. Wallman suggested that many features of the usual rearing environment of infants may offer experiences that are necessary for the expression of species-typical behavior.

The Unresolved Problem of Differentiation

The nonlinear, emergent, coactional nature of individual development is well exemplified by the phenomenon of differentiation, whereby a new kind of organization comes into being by the coaction of preexisting parts. If genes directly caused parts of the embryo, then there would be less of a problem in understanding differentiation. Because the route from gene to mature structure or organism is not straightforward, however, differentiation poses a significant intellectual puzzle. The problem of differentiation also involves our limited understanding of the role of genes in development.

It has been recognized since the time of Driesch's (1908/1929) earth-shaking experiments demonstrating the genetic equipotentiality of all cells of the organism that the chief problem of understanding development has been that of understanding why originally equipotential cells actually do become different in the course of development (i.e., how it is that they differentiate into cells that form the tissues of very different organ systems). The problem of understanding development thus became the problem of understanding cellular differentiation. We still do not understand differentiation, and it is quite telling of the immense difficulty of the problem that today's theory of differentiation is very much like the unnecessarily vaguer theories put forth by Wilson in 1896 and Morgan in 1934 (reviewed in Davidson, 1986), namely, that ultimate or eventual cellular differentiation is influenced by an earlier coaction of the genetic material in the nucleus of the cell with particular regions of the cytoplasm of the cell. Some of the vagueness has been removed in recent years by the actual determination of regional differences in the cytoplasm (extensively reviewed by Davidson, 1986). Thus, the protein resulting from locale or regional differences of nucleocytoplasmic coaction is biochemically distinct, which, in some as yet unknown way, influences or biases its future course of development. For example, protein with the same or similar biochemical make-up may stay together during cellular migration during early development and thus eventually come to form a certain part of the organism by the three-dimensional spatial-field considerations of the embryo mentioned earlier.

Although the actual means or mechanisms by which some cells become one part of the organism and others become another part are still unresolved, we do have a name for the essential coactions that cause cells to differentiate: they are called embryonic inductions (recent review in Hamburger, 1988). The nonlinear hallmark of developmental causality is well exemplified by embryonic induction, in which one kind of cell (A), coacting with a second kind of cell (B), produces a third kind of cell (C). For example, if left in place, cells in the upper one-third of an early frog embryo differentiate into nerve cells; if removed from that region, those same cells can become skin cells. Equipotentiality and the critical role of spatial position in determining differentiation in the embryo are well captured in a quotation from the autobiography of Hans Spemann, the principal discoverer of the phenomenon of embryonic induction: "We are standing and walking with parts of our body which could have been used for thinking if they had been developed in another position in the embryo" (translated by Hall, 1988, p. 174). It might have been even more striking—and equally correct—if Spemann had elected to say, "We are sitting with parts of our body which could have been used for thinking. . . ."

Even if we do not yet have a complete understanding of differentiation, the facts at our disposal show us that epigenesis is correctly characterized as an emergent, coactional, hierarchical system that results in increasingly complex biological, behavioral, and psychological organization during the course of individual development.

In summary, genes are part of the developmental system and are not iniolate or immune to influences from other levels of the system, as one sometimes reads in the biological literature from Weismann (1894) to the present day. For example, the eminent evolutionary biologist Mayr has written, "The DNA of the genotype does not itself enter into the developmental pathway but simply serves as a set of instructions" (Mayr, 1982, p. 824). Rather to the contrary, as has been demonstrated repeatedly by Hydné and Egyházi's behavioral research in the early 1960s, individual experience alters gene expression during ontogenetic development. It would seem of great importance for developmental psychologists (one wants to say all psychologists) to be fully aware of this momentous change in our knowledge of genetic activity during individual development, along with the fact that genes do not by themselves produce differentiated phenotypic traits. One can hope that the immense gap between molecular biology and developmental psychology will one day be filled with facts, as well as with valid concepts.
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Appendix
Two Versions of Epigenetic Development

Predetermined Epigenesis:
Unidirectional Structure–Function Development
Genetic activity (DNA → RNA → protein) →
structural maturation → function, activity, or experience.

Probabilistic Epigenesis:
Bidirectional Structure–Function Development
Genetic activity (DNA ↔ RNA ↔ protein) ↔
structural maturation ↔ function, activity, or experience.

As applied to the nervous system, structural maturation refers to neurophysiological and neuroanatomical development, principally the structure and function of nerve cells and their synaptic interconnections. The unidirectional structure–function view assumes that genetic activity gives rise to structural maturation that then leads to function in a nonreciprocal fashion, whereas the bidirectional view holds that there are constructive reciprocal relations among genetic activity, maturation, and function. In the unidirectional view, the activity of genes and the maturational process are pictured as relatively encapsulated or insulated, so that they are uninfluenced by feedback from the maturation process or function, whereas the bidirectional view assumes that genetic activity and maturation are affected by function, activity, or experience. The bidirectional or probabilistic view applied to the usual unidirectional formula calls for arrows going back to genetic activity to indicate feedback serving as signals for the turning off and turning on of genetic activity to manufacture protein. The usual view calls for genetic activity to be regulated by the genetic system itself in a strictly feedforward manner. That the bidirectional view is correct all the way to the level of DNA is evidenced by the experimental results of researchers such as Zamenhof and van Marthens (1978), Uphouse and Bonner (1975), Grouse, Schrier, Letendre, and Nelson (1980), and Hydén and Egyházi (1962, 1964), among others.

(Here and in the text I have presented the DNA → RNA → protein pathway in a somewhat oversimplified manner, disregarding the fact that a number of crucial events intervene between RNA and protein formation. In fact, according to Pritchard [1986], dozens of known factors intervene between RNA activity and protein synthesis. Thus, it is an oversimplification to imply that DNA and RNA alone produce specific proteins; other factors [e.g., cytoplasm] contribute to the specificity of the protein.)